
 

I         Review of Today’s Assignment. 

A. (Individually) Follow along with the power point presentation of answers..   

C. Plenary discussion of any remaining problems. 

 

II.      A. Discussion: What was our objective in doing exercises 3.1 and 3.2?   

              Ultimately, to understand and evaluate real-world arguments from our reading and our 

conversations. A problem is that most real-world arguments are not complete 

deductive arguments. By reconstructing an argument so that it fits a complete 

deductive pattern, we are able to tell whether, by accepting the premises, we are 

compelled to accept the conclusion. 

—Example: argument concerning sex education (quoted on p. 66) 
Well, I insist—and I here follow von Hildebrand—that we parents, we married people, in 

no way believe sex is dirty, but we believe it is private and intimate. Therefore, it cannot 

endure being publicized the way mathematics or even the way health is publicized. It is 

quite tactful for you to go to a party and talk about your tonsils. It is not tactful—not 

acceptable—for you to go to a party and talk about how your wife makes love to you, not 

because you think it is dirty, my friends, but because you think it is intimate. 
1.Sex is private and intimate. 

2.??? 

 

          Sex shouldn’t be publicized. 

  The passage comes from a book entitled Raping our Children: The Sex Education Scandal  

that argues against sex education in schools.  In small group discuss how the argument 

might be incorporated in a longer argument that argues against sex education 

  
 B. The remainder of the chapter moves into applying the technique to longer passages  We 

suggest a two step process (1) make a first approximation  Put the argument in your 

own words and simplifying it. Then (2), if necessary  make it    more detailed and 

subtle if the passage warrants it.   Examination of Example 3.12  
 

 III Longer argumentative passages 

A. In small group discuss the example below, then reconstruct the argument it contains 

by constructing a first approximation of the conclusion and supporting point in your 

own words, then find linking premises that fit the basic patterns or some extension of 

them.   Be prepared to write your reconstruction on the board  

  Books and magazines that use a vocabulary that deludes women into thinking themselves rebels and 

outlaws, on the cusp of some new freedom, misperceive our basic situation. A defect in the early thinking 

of the women’s movement was a tendency to liberate women not for life but for life in the counterculture; 

when that life was over, many women found themselves in limbo. . . . If we wish to be firm-voiced and 

progressive about meeting our primary needs, we should not point our heads in the direction of the wrong 

revolution. Vague definitions such as sister, rebel and outlaw may be handy for magazines in search of a 

vast circulation, but are of no use to thinking adults. Sexual liberation without economic security grants 

women merely the right to stay marginal. Women must cease being conned into substituting fantasy sexual 

revolutions for political pressure or real reforms that would give us true equality. (Barbara Probst 

Solomon, “This Take-a-Lover Chatter Overlooks the Bottom Line” International Herald Tribune, 10 July 

1992.) 

         B. Plenary Discussion of this passage 

  C   1. Individually read the Gun-Control essay on the next page and reconstruct the arguments 

in paragraph 1 and paragraph 3, as well as any other you find important 
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  2. In small group, discuss your reconstructions.  

     3. Agree on a reconstruct to put on the board. 

D. Plenary discussion of results and evaluation of the argument. 

  
Assignment for Friday, April 18 : Read: Ch 4;  Submit: Exercise 3.2 A2,A4, A6, 

and A10; B3 


